
Joe Tex Xpress Accelerates OTR Asset Management with Satellite Tracking

Goal: 
Keep track of 50 trucks and drivers while saving time for 
dispatchers.

Scope: 
Check calls were time-consuming, drivers were not always 
available via cell phone, and cellular reception was poor in 
some geographic areas.

Solution:
Installed CabLink™, TransCore’s 100% satellite-based in-cab 
communications solution in 32 trucks, with plans to add 
CabLink to trucks leased from owner-operators.

Results: 
Saved 2-4 labor hours per day in dispatch, centralized 
scheduling for preventive maintenance and gained 
competitive advantage in new business proposals. 

Joe Tex Xpress 
Mt. Vernon, TX
www.joetexusa.com

For the first few years of operation, each of the two 
dispatchers at Joe Tex Xpress called 25 drivers every 
morning to locate the fleet’s 50 trucks. Even when every 
driver answered his cell phone immediately, the check 
calls would take more than an hour for each dispatcher. 

“A driver might be on the road or in a situation where he 
couldn’t answer the phone. We’d wait for him to call back,” 
recalled Ryan Gay, a dispatcher with Joe Tex since 2006. 
“Tracking and tracing was so time-consuming. It was 
horrible.”

That was before Joe Tex Xpress installed TransCore’s 
CabLink™ in-cab satellite communications system in 
mid-2007 to locate and monitor its trucks. 

“Now we just click a button, and we know exactly where 
our trucks are and what they’re doing,” said Gay. “We 
absolutely love it. We can address problems right away 
instead of talking to each driver first.”

Joe Tex Xpress is an over-the-road (OTR) trucking company 
launched four years ago as a division of brokerage Joe Tex, 
Inc. The family-owned brokerage was established in Mount 
Vernon, Texas, in 1986 by the late Joe “Tex” Setina. The Xpress 
division deploys 50 power units and 80 flatbed trailers in the 
fleet.

Gay and fellow dispatcher David McCarter also use CabLink’s 
text messaging to provide instructions and directions to 
drivers. “The system is wonderful for dispatch,” he said. Gay 
uses TransCore’s DAT® Partners freight matching service to 
find backhauls, then sends the load details to drivers via 
CabLink. 

“Before we’d use the phone to call drivers and dispatch 
them,” Gay said. “Now we enter load details in CabLink and 
send them to drivers. They can download all the information 
at their convenience, which is safer and more time-efficient.” 

Because CabLink is a 100% satellite-based system, Gay can 
communicate with Joe Tex Xpress drivers anywhere in the
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country. “Before we had problems with bad cell phone 
reception in West Texas and the mountains of Kentucky,” he 
said. “Now I can message drivers on the TransCore system 
and they’ll know what to do.” 

The company has deployed CabLink on 32 company-owned 
trucks so far, with plans to add the in-cab units to six trucks 
that are leased on from owner-operators. 

“The owner-operators like the system because it helps them 
keep track of mileage and fuel tax, and it alerts them when a 
truck needs maintenance,” Gay said. Joe Tex Xpress also takes 
advantage of the same features, using CabLink’s engine 
telematics to establish an ongoing maintenance plan for all 
the company’s trucks.

Previously the firm relied on drivers to handle periodic 
maintenance, such as oil changes. Now McCarter tracks each 
truck’s mileage, temperature, voltage and speed records with 
data from CabLink. “We get an alert if the check-engine light 
is on, there is low coolant or any other performance issue,” 
Gay said. “We can tell the driver when to service the truck.” 
Joe Tex Xpress brings trucks into the yard for visual inspec-
tion on a rotating schedule but contracts with service com-
panies to perform necessary maintenance en route.

Drivers had no trouble learning to use CabLink, according to 
Gay. “The user friendliness of the handheld unit is just 
unreal,” Gay said. “I go over the instruction sheet with drivers, 
and they get it in the first five minutes.” Maintaining the 
system itself has not been an issue. A local body shop installs 
new CabLink units in about an hour, and Gay has not needed 
to call TransCore customer service even once in 18 months.

Locating a missing truck is also easier. Gay said that before 
installing CabLink, a Joe Tex Xpress driver and truck did not 
return from Los Angeles as scheduled. “He guessed that we 
were letting him go, so he just stopped answering our calls,” 
Gay said. “The cellular company refused to track his phone, 
and we couldn’t trace the truck.” After 10 days, the driver 
finally brought the truck back to the yard.

“That probably put us $7,000 to $8,000 in the drain,” Gay 
estimated, referring to the equipment’s unavailability for 
other hauls. “Now we could find that truck instantly and 
send the police after it or retrieve it ourselves.”

Tracking drivers helps to keep them honest, Gay said: 
“When a driver says he’s in Tucson, we can tell from 
satellite data if he’s really in Phoenix.” 

In addition to out-of-route miles, CabLink provides 
reports on speeding, over-revving and idling. The 
dispatchers use this data to monitor and influence driver 
behavior. “I can see if a driver is speeding,” Gay said. “Then 
I’ll call him up and give him a warning.” 

Tracking also provides a competitive advantage when 
securing new business, Gay said. “When we tell a shipper 
that we can track and trace our trucks, that puts us ahead 
of other carriers who can’t,” he said. “I know a few custom-
ers where that has put us over the top.”
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